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Four Lemmas on Bivariate Polynomial Factorization and their Computer Verification
by Mathematica
Samit Basu and Yoram Bresler 
Coordinated Science Laboratory 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Urbana, IL 61801
■ Introduction
This report consists o f the statement and verification o f four lemmas on bivariante polynomial factorization using the 
computer package Mathematica. The Mathematica routines used in these results are listed at the end o f this report.
Lemma 1
■ CLAIM
The bivariate polynomial P(x, y) = a\ x1 y + a2 y + <33 x y 2 + a* x  is factorizable if and only if  a\ a 2 = «3 04. 
Furthermore, the only possible factors are (to within an arbitrary constant):
P(x, y) = (a2 + as xy) (-g- x + y).
■ PROOF
P = ai x2 y  + a2 y + a3 x y2 + a4 x ;
Because this is a degree 3 equation, the possible factors must be degree <3. Hence, the only possible factors are:
Fx = c3 x2 + c2 x y + c3 y2 + c4 x + c 5 y  + c 6 ;
F2 = c7 x2 t c j x y  + c j y 2 + C10 x  + c u  y  + c i2 ;
We now use FindFactorizationConditions, keeping the c, in the conditions
T = FindF actorizationC onditions[P , Fa , F2 , a3 ± 0 && a2 t 0 && a3 + 0 && a4 f  0 ,
{ C x  r C 2 ,  C 3 f  C 4 /  C 5 /  C 6 1 C 7  r  Cg /  C 9 (  C j.o  r  C u  /  C i 2 }  ]
t  0 ScSc a 2 t  0 ScSc a 3 t  0 ScSc a 4  ^ 0 ScSc c 3 ^ 0 ScSc a 3 a 2 == a 3 a 4 ScSc c 3 == 0 ScSc c 2 == 0 && c 3 == 0 &&
C4 == —  — ScSc C5 == —— ScSc Cg = = 0 ScSc C7 == 0 ScSc C±2 = = —  — ScSc C9 == 0 ScSc C10 == 0 Sc Sc C u  == 0 I |a 2 c 8 eg a 3 1 1  1 1
a 3 i  0 ScSc a 2 # 0 ScSc a 3 f  0 ScSc a 4 ^ 0 ScSc C u  i  0 ScSc a 3 a 2 == a 3 a 4 ScSc C i == 0 ScSc C2 == -----— ScSc C3 == 0 ScSc
C ll
C4 == 0 ScSc C5 == 0 ScSc Cg == -------  ScSc C7 == 0 ScSc C i2 — — 0 ScSc Cg == 0 ScSc C9 == 0 ScSc C10 = = —-— ——
C u  a 2
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■ Case: 3/1 split
First, we consider the case in which FI is cubic in x, and F2 is linear. The coefficients here are polynomials in y.
Fi = qi x 3 + q2 x 2 + <13 x  + q4 ;
F2 = qs *  + q6 ;
Ideally, we should just be able to assume that the q{ are quartics in y, and then use the same approach we used in Lemma 1. 
However, the resulting computations prove to be too complex for Mathematica to compute in a reasonable time frame.
Thus, to verify the claims, we take a less direct approach. W e use an exhaustive method, allowing q2 and <73 to be arbitrary 
quartics (in y), and setting q \,q \ , <75 and q^  manually. The cases are indexed by the degrees (dt = degree of <7,) of q \, g4,
<75 and <7$. If the case results in a contradiction, it is marked with "FALSE", otherwise, it is marked with "POSSIBLE" (i.e., 
true under certain conditions).
■ Case: d\ = 0, d4 = 0, d5 = 2, d6 = 2 -  FALSE
Gi = FX / .
{Qi ->  c i , q z  ->  b i y 4 + b2 y 3 + b3 y 2 + b4 y  + b 5 , q3 ->  b 6 y 4 + by y 3 + b 8 y 2 + b9 y  + b i0 , q4 ->  c 2 } ; 
G2 = F2 / .  {q5 - >  c ^ y 2 .  q6 -> 0 4 3 ^ } ;
T = F in d F a c to r iz a tio n C o n d itio n s [ P , 6 1 , G2 , S t  andardAs sum ptions]
F a l s e
■ Case: d\ = 0, d4 -  1, ds = 2, d6 = 1 -  FALSE
Gi = F i / .  {q i -> C i ,
<12 ->  b i y 4 + b 2 y 3 + b3 y 2 + b 4 y  + b5 , q3 ->  b 6 y 4 + by y 3 + b 8 y 2 + b 9 y  + b10 , q4 ->  c 2 y}  ; 
<h  = F2 / .  {q5 ->  c 3 y 2 , q6 ->  c 4 y} ;
T = F in d F a c to r iz a tio n C o n d itio n s  [P, 6 1 , 62 , Stan dardA ssum ption s]
F a l s e
■ Case: di = 0, d4 = 2, d5 = 2, d6 = 0 -  FALSE
Gi = Fi / .  {q i -> C i ,
q2 ->  bi y 4 + b2 y 3 + b3 y 2 + b4 y  + b5 , q3 ->  b6 y 4 + by y 3 + b8 y 2 + b9 y  + bi0 , «4 ->  c 2 y 2 } ; 
G2 = F2 / .  {q5 ->  c 3 y 2 , q6 ->  c 4 };
T = F in d F a c t o r  iz a t io n C o n d it  io n s  [P, Gi ,  G2 , S t  andardAs sum ptions]
F a l s e
■ Case: d\ = 1, d4 = 0, ds = 1, = 2 -  FALSE
Gi = Fi /. {qi -> ci y,
02 -> bi y4 + b2 y3 + b* y2 + b4 y + b5 , q^  -> b6 y4 + by y3 + b8 y2 + b9 y + bi0 , q4 -> c2 } ; 
G2 = F2 /. {q5 -> c3 y, q6 -> c4 y2 } ;
T = FindFactori zationCondit ions [P, Gi, G2 , St andardAs sumptions]
F a l s e
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Case: d\ = 2, d4 = 1, d$ = 0, d6 = 1 -  POSSIBLE
Gx = Fx / .  {qi -> Ci y 2 ,
<Ï2 ->  b i  y 4 + b 2 y 3 + b 3 y 2 + b4 y  + b 5 , q3 ->  b 6 y 4 + br y 3 + b 8 y 2 + b 9 y  + b i0  , q4 -> c 2 y}  ; 
G2 = F2 / .  {q5 - > c 3 , q 6 - > c 4 y } ;
T = F i n d F a c t o r i z a t i o n C o n d i t i o n s  [P, G i , G2 , Stan dardA s sum ptions,
{ci , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , b i , b 2 , b3 , b4 , b 5 , b6, b 7 , b 8 , b 9 , bio } ]
â i  it 0 ScSc â 2 ^ 0 ScSc â 4 # 0 ScSc C4 ^ 0 Sc&-â2 cl3 == 3-1 â 4 Sc& CX = = -------?. 3— && C2 == —— ScSc b X == 0 ScSc
V a 4 c 4 c 4
b 2 = =  — ScSc t >3 = = 0 ScSc b 4 = = 0 ScSc b 5 = = 0 ScSc bg = = 0 ScSc b y  — = 0 ScSc bg = = 0 ScSc bg = = 0 ScSc
C4
v a i  v a /1 va-? Cj
b io  = = -------------- && c 3 = = -------p= —  ScSc x == 0 | | a 3  ^ 0 ScSc a2  ^ 0 && a 4  ^ 0 && c 4  ^ 0 &&c 4 V a7
a 2 a 3 = = a x a 4 ScSc Cl = = — 'èl- ■ 3 — ScSc C2 = = —— ScSc b i  = = 0 ScSc b 2 = = -----— ScSc b 3 = = 0 ScSc b 4 = = 0 ScSc
V a  4 C4 C4 c 4
b 5 = = 0 ScSc bg = = 0 ScSc b y  = = 0 ScSc bg = = 0 ScSc bg = = 0 ScSc b XQ == — ^  3 ^  ScSc C3 — — ------r~  ^ ScSc X = = 0
C4 V aT
P r i n t F a c t o r i z a t i o n C o n d i t i o n s [ P ,  Gi , G2 , T]
C o n d it io n  : a 3  ^ 0 && a 4  ^ 0 && x  = = 0 && a2 = — --------  | | a 4 it 0 ScSc r  = = 0 ScSc a x = = 0 ScSc a 3 = = 0a 3
C o n d it io n  : a 3 ^ 0 ScSc a4  ^ 0 ScSc X -  — 0 ScSc a2 - — --------  | | a 4  ^ 0 ScSc 3T = = 0 ScSc a X = = 0 ScSc a 3 = = 0
S3
Case: d\ — 2, t/4 = 2, 1/5 =0,^6 = 0 — FALSE
Gi = Fi / .  {qi -> Cl y 2 ,
q2 -> b i y 4 + b2 y 3 + b3 y 2 + b4 y  + b 5 , q3 -> b6 y 4 + b? y 3 + b8 y 2 + b9 y  + b i0 , q4 ->  c 2 y 2 } ; 
G2 = F2 / .  {q5 - > c 3 , q6 -> c 4 } ;
T = F i n d F a c t o r i z a t i o n C o n d i t i o n s [ P ,  Gx , G2 , StandardAssum ptions]
F a l s e
Conclusion: by examining the output o f the PrintFactori zationCondit ions [] operations in the possible cases, 
we can conclude that a 3/1 split is possible if  and only if a\ a4 = aj <23, and r -  0.
■ Case: 2/2 split
Now, we consider the case in which both F\ and F2 are quadratic. The coefficients are polynomials in y.
F i =  qi x 2 + q 2 x  + q3 ;
F2 = q4 x 2 + q5 x  + q6 ;
Stan da rdC o ef f  i c i e n t s  = {ci , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , bx , b2 , , b4 , b 5 , b6 , b7 , b8 , b9 , b i0 } ;
We repeat the approach we took for the 3/1 split case, this time allowing q2 and qs to be abitrary quartics (in y), and setting 
q\,q2,,q^, and q  ^ manually. This is to avoid an overly complicated expression, which Mathematica cannot solve in a 
reasonable amount of time. Some o f these cases are redundant by symmetry considerations, (i.e. and interchange o f F\ and 
F2), which we have left out.
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There are 8 possible factorizations that arise from this choice for this case. We will show that all 8 o f these factorizations 
correspond to
P(x, y) = (bi x1 y + b2 y + b3 x y 2 + b4 x) (b\ x2 y + b2 y -  h  x y 2 -  b4 x),
where b\ = a \, b\ = Û4, b2 = , b\ = a-*,. In each o f the cases, we will simply indicate what assignments are necessary
for the bi.
r b8 Sqrt[a2] ,FrintFactonzations ---------Gi, --------- G2 / Q IL Sqrt[a2] b8 J
F a c t o r i z a t i o n :  ( - x 2 y V a T  - x y 2 VaT -  x V â7 -  y  VaT ) ( - x 2 y  VaT + x y ^  V â7 + x  V a7  -  y  VaT )
F a c t o r i z a t i o n :  ( - x 2 y  VaT - x y 2 VaT + x  VaT - y  V a7 ) ( -x 2 y  VaT + x  y 2 VaT - x  V a7  -  y  V a7  )
F a c t o r i z a t i o n :  ( - x 2 y  VaT" -  x y 2 VaT -  x  VaT + y  V a7 ) ( -x 2 y  VaT + x  y 2 VaT + x  VaT + y  VaT )
F a c t o r i z a t i o n :  ( - x 2 y  VaT - x y 2 VaT + x V a7 + y V a 7  ) ( - x 2 y  VaT t x y 2 VaT -  x  VaT + y  V a7 )
F a c t o r i z a t i o n :  (x2 y  VaT -  x y 2 VaT - x  -  y  V a7 ) (x2 y  VaT -nxy2 VaT + x  V a7  -  y  V a7  )
F a c t o r i z a t i o n :  (x2 y  VaT - x y 2 VaT + x  VaT -  y  VaT ) (x2 y  VaT + x  y 2 VaT -  x  V aT -  y  V a7  )
F a c t o r i z a t i o n :  (x2 y  VaT - x y 2 VaT - x VaT + y VaT ) (x2 y  VaT + x  y 2 VaT + x  V aT + y VaT )
F a c t o r i z a t i o n :  (x2 y VaT - x y 2 VaT + x  VaT + y V a7 ) (x2 y  VaT t x y 2 VaT -  x  V aT + y V a7 )
Conclusion: B y examining these possible factorizations, we find that a necessary and sufficient for P  to factorize is 
|r | = 2 1| a\ \2±\a2 |2 |. Then we have
P(x, y) = (bi x2 y + b2 y + b-$ x  y2 + bt x) (b\ x2 y + b2 y -  b-} x y2 - b *  x),
where b2 = a \, b2 = a^, b2 = <22 > ¿4 = <23. The proof is complete by applying Lemma 1 to both factors. Finally, note
that the conditions we found by examining the 3/1 split are a subset o f these conditions, since if  |r | = 2 || a\ |2- | a2 \2 |, and 
\ax |2 = Ia2 |2 (i.e. a\ = 02 ¿*3), then r = 0.




P(x, y) = a.\ x6 y3 + ¿22 x4 y3 + 03 x2 y3 + a4 y3 + as x3 y6 + ûô x? y4 + aj x3 y2 + as J3
with a\ 0, ü2 £ 0, as = <12 *, 04 = a i *, has a factor of the form
¿>1 x2 y + b2y + bs x y 2 + ¿>4 x
with b\ ± 0, ¿>2 £ 0, ¿3 =£ 0, ¿>4 *  0, only if
Arg[fli ] = 3 Arg[a2]-
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To complete the proof, we need to establish the relation cited in the Lemma, i.e. that a\ and a 3 are related in a particular 
way. This is tricky, because the relationship (as stated), involved transcendental. First, note that if  Arg[ai ] = 3 Arg[<23 ], 
then it follows that (for ¿22 03 =£ 0 and a\ a4 £ 0)
Q = ai (Sqrt [a2 a3 ] ) 3 ==a23 Sqrt[ax a4];
If we make the substitution listed above, we get the condition:
QX = Q /.X
b3! c 25 (ba (c i6 + ?2S ) (b2 Cl6 + b l C25 _ i ^ £a - ) ) 3/2
b l
i_3 b l c 25 /_  b i  c 25 2 b 3 b 4 C 2 5 \ 3( 16 ------- si— )
We can simplify this condition in light o f the assumptions:
Reduce [QX && StandardAssumptions]
a i   ^ 0 & &  i  0 ScSc b i  i  0 ScSc b 2 ^ 0 && b 3 # 0 && b 4 ^ 0




P(x, y) = a\ x6 y 3 + a2 x4 y3 + a3 x2 y3 + y 3 + as x3 y6 + a6 y4 + «7 x3 y2 + as ^  
with not all coefficients zero, has no factors for the form 
b\ y2 x4 + (¿>2 y4 + &3 y2 + b4 ) x2 + ¿5 y2, 
with =£ 0, ¿2 =£ 0* ± 0 , bs ± 0.
■ Proof
P = ax x6 y3 + a2 x4 y3 + a3 x2 y3 + a4 y3 + a5 x3 y6 + a6 x3 y4 + a7 x3 y2 + a8 x3 ;
We want to determine conditions under which P  has a factor o f the form:
Fi = bi y2 x4 + (b2 y4 + bs y2 + b4) x2 + b5 y2 ;
with the assumptions:
StandardAssumptions = bx # 0&&b2 t 0 && b4 f 0&&b5 f 0;
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PrintFactorizationConditions[
polynomial,., factorl_, factor2_, factorizationconditions_] : =
Do[Print["Condition:", Reduce[LogicalExpand[Flatten[CoefficientList[
polynomial - (factorl /. ToRules[Extract[factorizationconditions, i] ]) *
(factor2 / . ToRules[Extract[factorizationconditions, i]]), {x, y} ] ] == 0] ] ],
(i, 1, Length[factorizationconditions]}]
The procedure PrintFactorizations [P, Factorl, Factor2, T], will take a list o f factorization conditions T, and 
for each condition, print the form of the resulting factors.
PrintFactorizations[factor1_, factor2_, factorizationconditions_] := Do[Print[
"Factorization: (", Expand[factorl /. ToRules[Extract[factorizationconditions, i] ] ] , 
") ("/ Expand[factor2 /. ToRules[Extract[factorizationconditions, i]]], ")"],{i, 1, Length[factorizationconditions]}];
